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Abstract 
Heinrich, K., K. Kim and V.K. Prasanna Kumar, Perfect latin squares, Discrete Applied Mathematics 
37138 (1992) 281-286. 
We introduce new latin squares called perfect latin squares which have desirable properties for parallel 
array access. These squares provide conflict free access to various subsets of an 12’ x 12’ arrzy using nz 
memory modules. We present a general construction method for building perfect latin squares of order 
n2 for all n. Some useful properties of the latin squares built by our construction method for parallel 
array access are also identified. 
1. Introduction 
The parallel array access problem is to store an Nx N array into M memory 
modules such that no memory conflict occurs when various subsets of size N of 
the array (rows, columns, diagonals and N 1’2 x N”’ subarrays etc.) are accessed 
[ 1,2,5]. A memory conflict is said to occur when more than one processing element 
wants to access the same memory module. The importance of the paraliei array 
access problem can be understood in terms of the number of interconnection et- 
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Fig. 1. A shared memory system. 
work passes needed to access data. Figure I shows a typical shared memory system 
where processing elements PE,, PE,, l , PEN_ 1 are connected to memory modules 
M,,M,, .-., M,,,,_l via an interconnection etwork so that each processing element 
can access each memory module. At each pass of the interconnection etwork each 
memory module can be accessed by at most one processing element. In an extreme 
case, if every processing element wants to access data which reside in memory 
module M,, then A7 passes of the interconnection etwork will be needed tc bring 
the data to appropriate processing elements. The most desirable situation occurs 
when each processing element wants to access data from a different memory 
module. That is, there is a one-to-one relation between the processing elements and 
the memory modules so that no memory conflict occurs. 
A skewing scheme is a mapping of elements of an NX N array into memory 
modules so as to provide conflict free access to various subsets of the array. Subsets 
of particular importance are rows, columns, diagonals and subarrays ince they are 
frequently used in many scientific computations [2,5]. Figure 2 shows two examples 
of skewing schemes in which the array A = (ai,j) of order 4 is to be mapped into 
four memory modules 0, 1, 2. 3. In each example the array element ai,i is stored 
in the memory module written below it. In Fig. 2(a) it is easy to see that, if any col- 
umn is to be accessed, four passes are needed as in each pass at most one item of 
data ccan be retrieved from each memory module. On the other hand, in the skewing 
scheme of Fig. 2(b) only one pass is needed to access a given column as all array 
elements of a column are to be found in different memory modules and thus can 
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Fig. 2. Two skewing schemes. 
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Theorem 1. For al( n, there exists a perfect latin sqrrare of order n2. 
Proof. The case n = 1 is trivial and a perfect latin square of order 22 = 4 is given 
in Fig. 2(b). For 1113, let A = {A% OS i, Jo n - l}, where A’*j is a latin square 
of order n with entries from (0, 1, . . . , n - 1} so that cell (j,i) contains i and cell 
(n - 1 -j, n - 1 - i) contains j. The existence of sash latin squares is a simple exer- 
cise. However, we will later give an explicit construction which will be used for ad- 
dress generation. Let S=(b,j) be a latin square of order n, also with entries from 
(OJ,..., n - l}. Let C = BX A = (Cj,j) be obtained by replacing entry bj,j of B by the 
matrix n*b,jJ+A’*i where J is the n x n matrix with all entries one. Let P= (Pj,j) 
be obtained via Pni+j,k =C,u+i,k* 
Now, we will show that P is a perfect latin square. It is easy to see that P is a 
Latin square and no symbol appears more than once in any ma.5 subsquare. Suppose 
a symbol appears more than once in the main forward diagonal. Then there exist 
i, j, k and I, i# k or j# I, such that 
From the construction of P, 
=neb +-ahi j,i r,jg 
where ai; represents the content of cell (i, j) of square A’*‘. From (I), we get 
bj,i = bl,k (2) 
and 
&.i 4 k 
‘,J 
= ak,,. (3) 
From the construction of the Aiti, 
From (2), we have, in latin square B, bj,i= bj,k where i#k, a contradiction. The 
same argument can be applied to the main backward diagonal. Hence P is a perfect 
latin square. q 
There are more properties useful for parallel array access in the perfect latin 
squares built from the construction method shown in Theorem 1. For example, it 
is easy to see that all subsquares Si,j*,ls O<i~n~-n, Oljrn-1, are accessible 
without memory conflict. An immediate consequence of this observation is that no 
symbol appears more than twice in any subsquare Si,j, Osi, j& - n, and hence 
the degree of memory conflict (that is, the maximum number of processing elements 
which want to access the same memory module) for any such subsquare is at most 
two. Another set of interest is the set of elements whose coordinates are the same 
within each main subsquare. Let a sane position SPi,i of a latin square A of order 
Perfect latin squares 
n2 be defined as follows: 
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SPi,j = {a,,-,: k=i (mod n), l=j (mod n)}, Osi,jrn-1. 
It is easy to see that no memory conflict occurs in any SPi,j of a perfect latin square 
built from our construction method. 
4. Explicit construction of Arj 
Suppose we are using a perfeLt Iatin square P as the skewing scheme to store an 
array A. During a parallel computation, a processing element should know the 
memory module Pi9j which has the data ai.j it needs. The address generation is to 
compute Pi,j from i and j. Since P can be vary large, and storing the complete 
square r” in the memory may be impractical, it is desirable to have a method to com- 
pute Pi,j efticiently given i and j. In what follows, we show a construction method 
to build the Ai9j which satisfy the property needed in Theorem 1; that is, cell (j, i) 
contains i and cell (n - 1 -j, n - 1 - i) contains j. For this construction method, the 
computation of Pi,j can be performed without storing the complete square P. 
Let A = (a&, ar,s - -r-s (mod n). Each Ais’ will be constructed from A. Fix i and 
j and let aj, i =X and a, _ 1 _j,n _ I_ i =Y. Construct A’*-’ as follows: 
Assume first that if j: 
l If x=i and y=j, put Aisi=A. 
l If x = i and y # i, j, exchange the elements y and j in A. 
l If acf i, j and y = j, exchange the elements x and i in A. 
l If x = j and y = i, exchange the elements i and j in A. 
l If x = j and y # i, j, replace the element j of A by i, y of A by j and i of A by y. 
l Ifx+i,jandy=i,replacetheelementsiofAbyj,xofAbyiandjofAbyx. 
l If xf i, j and y # i, j, x, exchange the elements x and i, and y and /. 
l If x=y a simple exchange of elements will not work. First exchange column i 
ofAwithcolumn~ofA,t#n-1-i,toobtainA’=(a~,,).Clearly~~~f~~_~_~,n-~-~ 
so we can apply one of the previous cases. (Note that ~=y is only possible when 
n is even.) 
Finally, if i==j, then in A, aj,i-a,_l-j,n_l_i=O: 
l If i=O, put A”j=A. 
l If i#O, exchange lements 0 and i in A. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper introduced perfect latin squares to solve a class of parallel array access 
problems. Using perfect latin squares as skewing schemes, many subsets of an 
n2 x n2 array (rows, columns, diagonals, main subsquares, etc.) are accessible 
without memory conflicts. We gave a construction method to build perfect latin 
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squares of order n* for any n (special construction methods for parallel array ac- 
cess can be found in [4]). There remains more work to be done around perfect latin 
squares inc!uding providing conflict free access to various other subsets of interest, 
the construction of perfect latin squares with fast address generation, and the 
development of simple and efficient interconnection etworks which can be used 
alcng with these squares. 
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